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Todd Rissel 

CEO 

e2Value, Inc. is a full-service application development and technology provider that offers products to assist with asset 
valuation. Its tools can be used for collateral asset valuation, risk management, and predictive modeling. e2Value is the SaaS 

provider delivering valuations for residential, commercial, and farm and ranch properties in the US and Canada.  

T: @E2Value 
LI: e2value 

W: e2value.com 

 
Paul Stanley 

CEO 
360Globalnet’s mission is to provide digital online platform technology that will revolutionise the insurance claims process,                
offering personal and business customers the same standard of experience as online retail.  

T: @360Globalnetcom 
W: 360globalnet.com/en 

 
Jeff Manricks 

UK Sales Director 
Shift Technology provides insurance companies with an innovative SaaS solution to improve and scale fraud detection. Its                 
algorithms are tailored to reproduce fraud handlers' deductive reasoning, making investigations quicker and easier.  

T: @shiftechnology  
W: shift-technology.com 

 
Avinoam Baruch 

COO 

Previsico is a global provider of real-time, street level flood prediction and analytical solutions, building round-the-clock                
resilience. It continuously models inundation using the latest combinations of rainfall predictions. Previsico launched as a                
Spin-Out from Loughborough University having piloted its systems with several early adopters incl. the Cabinet Office. 

T: @previsico 
@AviBaruch2 

W: Previsico.com 

 
Niels Thorne 

CEO 

BlockClaim provides a plug-in SaaS solution to simultaneously improve and scale Fraud detection as well as automate Claims                  
processes. Through the innovative use of AI and Blockchain they are able to automate the whole claims cycle from fraud                    
detection to settlement, which allows insurers to save up to 20% on operating costs and reduce processing time with 50%. 

W: blockclaim.ai 
LI: blockclaim 

 
Kristoffer Lundberg 

CEO 
An overview to the forthcoming Insurtech Insights event on 19 - 20th March. 

T: @ITI_Insurtech 
W: insurtechinsights.com 

Break 

 

Eddie Longworth 
Director 

Working from Board Level to Operational Consultant Eddie designs and delivers claims and supply chain transformation                
programmes to secure more effective methods of working. He has advised insurers and suppliers on 3 different continents                  
and the last few years has seen a major expansion in the ClaimsTech sector.  

LI: eddielongworth 
W: jelconsulting.co.uk 

 

John Clarke 
Chief Innovation 

Officer 

InsurTechnix develops and commercialises technology for cyber insurance and cyber security. Its risk detection/alerting tool               
collects data from policyholders. It uses AI to price premiums and automate quotes/claims procedures to strengthen                
underwriter operating models and identify profit pools. Policyholders benefit from improved coverage and reduced              
premiums. 

W: insurtechnix.com 
LI: insurtechnix 

 

Adam Richards 
COO 

Albany Group provide regulatory software solutions to insurers, giving them complete oversight and management of their                
counter parties. Connect is designed to allow organisations, from SMEs to large enterprise, the ability to streamline, monitor                  
and codify supply chain data in one single digital solution. 

T: @Albanygrp 
LI: adamrichards2 
W:albanygrp.com 

 
Paul Davies 

Head of Insurance 

ControlExpert UK blend technology and AI with skilled ‘experts’ to create claims propositions. This approach enables them to                  
handle any claim, while maintaining quality and consistency in output. Their mission is to reduce both operational expense                  
and indemnity exposure, as well as protecting against post claim liabilities. 

T: @ControlExpertUK 
W: controlexpert.com 
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